
Locations and Directions

How to get to: Mainz

You can travel to Mainz, the capital city of Rhineland Palatine, via train. Please remember to 

get out of the train at Mainz Central Station (Mainz Hauptbahnhof). If you are travelling from 

Frankfurt or Frankfurt Airport, do not leave the train at Mainz Römisches Theater. The 

journey from Frankfurt Airport to Mainz is a straightforward one: If you are arriving at the 

airport, follow the signs to the regional train station “Frankfurt Flughafen Regionalbahnhof.” 

The regional train station is at Terminal 1. If you arrive at another Terminal, you will need to 

take either the bus or the elevated railway to get to Terminal 1. Once at the regional train 

station, purchase a ticket to Mainz (4,65€) and take either “RB” (Regionalbahn) or an “S-

Bahn” (the S-Bahn through Mainz, S-Bahn number 8, is commonly referred to as S8). You 

can purchase your tickets at vending machines all around the train station. The machines have

the option to switch to the English language. Make sure to remember to go past Mainz 

Römisches Theater and leave the train at Mainz Central Station. 

How to get to: Hotel Königshof Mainz

Exit the station and walk straight across the plaza towards the hotel (Schottstraße 1).

How to get to: AC Hotel Mainz

Exit the station and keep slightly to your left while walking across the plaza. You will see the 

hotel as soon as you leave the station building (Bahnhofplatz 8).

How to get to: InterCityHotel Mainz

Use the exit “West/Taubertsbergbad” at the back of the main station. Once you have left the 

main station, cross the parking lot and get to the other side of the road. From here you should 

see the hotel on your right (Binger Straße 21).

How to get to: advena Europa Hotel

Exit the station and walk straight across the plaza. You will see the Hotel Königshof on your 

left, keep on the left side of the street and then turn left (Kaiserstraße). After about 150 yards 

you will see the hotel, again on your left hand side.



How to get to: B&B Hotel Mainz-Hbf

Exit the station and turn left. Follow the street, walk past the long distance bus stations until 

you arrive at an underpass on your left hand side. On the other side of the underpass, keep to 

your right hand side for a couple of yards until you arrive at B&B Hotel Mainz-Hbf.

How to get to: Hotel Römerstein

Exit the station and take the bus (57 travelling to Bretzenheim/Gutenberg-Center) departing 

from the bus stop to your right. Get out of the bus at Backhaushohl B (fourth stop) and cross 

the street. Walk into “Backhaushohl” and turn right into the “Draiser Straße”. Walk down the 

street until you arrive at the hotel (Draiser Straße 136f). 


